1988 chevrolet pickup

The "C" denoted two-wheel drive and the "K" denoted four-wheel drive. The model size was also
part of the name, with indicating half a ton, for three-quarters of a ton and for one ton. Of the
three trim levels -- Cheyenne, Scottsdale and Silverado -- the Silverado was the top of the line.
The Chevy Silverado had four engine options: horsepower hp 5-liter or 5. Only the and models
were equipped with the 7. A compact hp 4. The C came standard with a four-speed automatic
overdrive transmission. Four-wheel-drive diesels came standard with a three-speed automatic
overdrive transmission. Options for other models included three versions of a five-speed
manual transmission. The Silverado can be identified by its chrome grille, which does not
appear on other trims. Chrome bumpers and chrome mirrors were also a Silverado option. The
truck's interior was either brushed aluminum or wood grain. A head-liner, carpeting and an
instrument panel with a full set of gauges were standard. Other options included a tilt steering
wheel, power doors and windows, added sound insulation and cruise control. The Silverado
could seat up to six people. Front passengers had 40 inches of headroom and nearly 42 inches
of legroom. Rear passengers had The truck was designed as either the "fleetside," which had
cargo box panels and a box covering the rear wheels, or the "stepside," which featured a
narrow cargo box and fenders covering the rear wheels. Both versions were offered as a regular
cab, extended cab or four-door crew cab. Vehicle dimensions ranged from The Silverado had
either a 25 or 35 gallon fuel tank. It had a 16 to 18 mpg rating in the city and a 20 to 25 mpg
rating on the highway, for the V-6 and smaller V-8s. The larger V-8s averaged 8 to 17 mpg in the
city and 12 to 22 mpg on the highway. Depending on the engine, transmission and selected
options, the Silverado had a curb weight of between 3, and 5, lbs. Residing in the Endless
Mountains of Pennsylvania, Teri Olcott began her writing career in as a small-town newspaper
reporter. In , Olcott entered the technical writing field. Identification The Silverado can be
identified by its chrome grille, which does not appear on other trims. Passenger Space The
Silverado could seat up to six people. Fuel Economy The Silverado had either a 25 or 35 gallon
fuel tank. Weight Depending on the engine, transmission and selected options, the Silverado
had a curb weight of between 3, and 5, lbs. References MSN. Related: Adventure, laughter and a
whole lot of chaos! Start your free trial today! It's a pretty well-known fact that Dax is a
dyed-in-the-wool gearhead. He hails from Detroit and grew up in the industry. He recently
purchased this low-mileage SS, and it's really clean. We drove it around the block and were
impressed with its tight feel and ride quality. Still, an compression big-block with peanut-port
cylinder heads, a tiny cam, and hard-to-tune, airflow-limited induction and fuel-delivery systems
doesn't compare very favorably with even the standard engines in today's pickups. Say what
you will about taking out the big-block in a SS and replacing it with an LS or in this case LT
engine, it's hard to argue with the logic. Lucky told us he and Dax discussed several options on
how to build the existing big-block for more power, but Dax decided on the LT4 E-Rod crate
engine from Chevrolet Performance in an attempt to keep the pickup emissions-compliant. This
engine package received an executive order E. The LT4 originally appeared in the C7 Corvette
Z06 and is rated at hp and lb-ft of torque thanks to its 6. Even with the extra weight of the
supercharger, the all-aluminum engine will be lighter than the , which Lucky has set aside in
case Dax decides to put his pickup back to stock someday. Although people refer to the LS and
LT family of engines as small-blocks, the LT4 takes up a considerable amount of real estate,
thanks to its extensive supercharger and accessory drive pulleys. Lucky removed the hood,
grille, and front bumper assemblies because it would be much easier to perform the engine
change that way. Elevated Concepts, Inc. Owner Derek Parker sells these LT-swap motor
mounts that position the engine at an ideal location within the engine compartment. Lucky
drilled those access holes to reach the inside of the fasteners on the frame stands. They are
otherwise inaccessible without removing the lower control arms. As is often the case with
engine swaps, the accessories can sometimes get in the way of the frame in older cars. Other
accessory drive systems are available, but Lucky prefers Holley's LS and LT systems for their
high-quality fit, finish, and reliability. Unique to the LT4 because of its supercharger drive and
throttle body location, the LT4 accessory drive kit puts the alternator low and on the right side
of the engine. Lucky notched and reinforced the frame to clear the alternator, leaving enough
room around it in case it ever needs to be removed in the future. We've seen frame
modifications like this done on dozens of cars with no evidence of compromised structural
integrity. Dax chose the Supermatic 8LE eight speed automatic transmission from Chevrolet
Performance to act as intermediary between the LT4 and the bolt axle in the SS. It's rated to
handle lb-ft of torque and is offered with a choice of a 2,rpm or 3,rpm stall converter. First gear
is a steep 4. This thing will probably get pretty decent mileage, all things considered. The stock
transmission crossmember in these pickups is basically a stamped piece of sheetmetal that's
so straight it could double as an ironing board. The lack of complexity makes it easy to
accommodate the new transmission, which seems like it takes a standard GM trans mount.

Lucky just needed to move the crossmember back a couple of inches to its new mounting
position. Stay tuned for more as work progresses, and be sure to check out the new Top Gear
America when it debuts on January 29, on the MotorTrend App. Chevrolet Performance,
chevrolet. Holley, , holley. Close Ad. John McGann Author. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.
The new trucks were designed to meet the needs of the Chevy truck consumer, who wanted a
vehicle to transport the family during the week and do light-duty hauling on weekends. The new
trucks are credited with putting Chevrolet back in front of Ford in the manufacturing of trucks
that could be driven like an automobile. Chevy trucks have undergone a series of modifications
since World War II. The changes followed the evolution of the American society itself. The "C"
stood for two-wheel drive trucks and the "K" for four-wheel drive vehicles. They were equipped
with three- or four-speed manual transmissions and engine transmissions, cubic inch V8 or
cubic inch V6 engine. The trucks are equipped with a 6. The trucks are equipped with either a
three- or a four-speed automatic transmission and two- or four-wheel drive. The four-wheel
drive trucks gets 16 to 17 mpg in the city and 20 to 22 mpg on the highway. The rear wheel drive
trucks get 17 to 18 mpg in the city and 22 to 25 on the highway. The trucks featured 6. The
trucks have inch front headroom and The truck's shoulder room measures 50 inches and hip
room The trucks are equipped with two doors and have a curb weight ranging from 3, pounds
on the smallest two-wheel drive, 6. The measurements of the trucks are: Trudie Longren began
writing in for legal publications, including the "American Journal of Criminal Law. Longren
holds a bachelor's degree in international politics, a Juris Doctor and an LL. She also speaks
Spanish and French. We also understand how important the integrity of your vehicle is to you
and how you would never compromise on the quality of parts used to fix it. At Raybuck, we
continually seek out the best-quality products and refuse to compromise on our high standards.
On top of that, we pride ourselves on delivering customer service that is truly second-to-none.
Our customers are treated like the people they are, not like numbers. Whether you want to give
us a call, reach out via email or stop by our brick-and-mortar location in Punxsutawney, our
courteous staff will be more than happy to help you find what you need. We know how
important your vehicle is to you. We look forward to helping you restore your vehicle to the
condition you want it, and extend its life so you can enjoy many more years on the road. Due to
shipper and supplier delays, your order may take longer to arrive. Thanks for your patience.
Your truck is reliable, and we want to make sure it stays that way. Whether you own a Blazer,
Tahoe, Yukon, Blazer, Suburban or a pickup truck, Raybuck is proud to offer a comprehensive
selection of replacement panels for these vehicles. Browse Our Selection We know how
important your vehicle is to you. Skip to main content of results for " chevy headlights". Skip to
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